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THE FALCONIAN

'THE DEATH OF
A MOUSE'
SEE PAGE 4
VOL. XXIV.—Z651

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY,

Noted Labor Leaders To Speak
At Y.M.-Y.W. Forum Tomorrow

Feminine Leads
Relax Between
Play Rehearsals

Joint Economic Commission To Present Representatives
Of C.I.O., A.F.of L. And N.L.R.B. In Unique Program
At 8:00 P.M. In Practical Arts Auditorium

NOVEMBER 15, 1939

6 Soldiers Refuse
To Lie Peacefully
After Being Killed

New Time Rules Would
Allow More Time
After Dances
Women of the University will vote
on the proposed changes in the W.
S. G. A. rule book which provide for
later hours after social functions this
Friday.
The proposed changes were drawn
up by a committee of the W. S. G. A.
which met with Dr. Frank J. Prout
for that purpose on Nov. 6.
This meeting culminated a series
of meetings of various campus women's groups with Dr. Prout, Dean
Maude F. Sharp and Dean A. B. Conklin. The decision to allow the W. S.
G. A. to hold a vote on the matter
came after a consultation with the
dean of women of another state university which showed
that other
schools were more lenient.
The new rules, if passed, will allow 1 a. m. privileges after informal
dances and 1:45 a. m. privileges after
formal dances.
The proposed changes are for this
school year only.

..

Six University professors will speak
at the November meeting of the
American Association of University
Professors tomorrow evening at 6:30
at the Parrot Restaurant. They will
report various phases of the regional
A.A.U.P. meeting held in Detroit in
October.
Dr. Frank C. Ogg will deliver the
main speech of the evening. He will
discuss "Trends of Higher Kduca
tion." Dr. Joseph E. Shafer, professor of economics, will speak on
"Should College Teachers Join Labor
Unions?"
"Placement and Followup" will be discussed by Dr. WaTfer
A. Zaugg, professor of psychology.
Dr. Cecil Lewis Rew, professor of
foreign languages, will report on "Appraising the College Teacher." Dr.
H. C. Witherington, psychology instructor, will talk on "Training Graduate Students." "Ecology of Scholarship" will be the subject of Dr.
Florence J. Williamson, professor of
education.

Caught between thr acts of the rehears*! of 'Bury The Dead' are
.these si» women member* of the cast. When the picture wa. taken they
were retting by the tide of the scaffolding, on which much of the action of
the play takes place, while waiting for the "on stage" call of John
Deane, student director of the play.
From left to right they are Leila Stahl, Grace Gessner. Ruth Allen
and Ruth Allison, standing! June Smith and Marie Greenwood, seated.
*

Campus Nimrods
Bring Excuses

Ohio Papers Print
Many Articles On
University News
During the 20-day period from
Oct. 10 to 30, a total of 334 newspaper articles dealing with Bowling
Green State University were printed
in Ohio newspapers, excluding all
Bowling Green publications, it was
discovered when the University News
Bureau subscribed to a clipping service for that period.
In addition, 29 pictures of Bowling
Green faculty members or students
were printed.
Ninety daily and weekly newspapapers in Ohio used one or more articles, the investigation revealed.
Papers using the greater bulk of
the news stories are in Toledo, Cleveland, Sandusky, Findlay, Lima, Fostoria, Springfield, Fremont, and Dayton, according to Mr. Duncan Scott,
instructor of journalism.
According to subject matter, the
clippings are distributed as follows:
inauguration of President Frank J.
Prout, 102; athletics, 73; homecoming, 28; enrollment, 26; faculty, 17;
social events and clubs, 20; extension
courses, 6.
Five articles concerning Prof. E.
L. Moseley's research on weather
cycles were printed during the 20
days.
The remaining 69 articles

WILL HOLD SECOND VOTE ON NAME
OF CAMPUS PAPER NEXT WEDNESDAY
Staff Will Distribute
Ballots Before
Assembly
Next Wednesday morning students
and faculty members will mark ballots
to determine their preference between
Bee Gee News and Falconian 'aa a
name for the University newspaper.
Ballots will be handed to each person as he enters the assembly hall.
A box will be placed in the Well in
which ballots may be deposited after
assembly. Students may vote at any
time during the entire morning.
This election has been arranged
by the staff and approved by the administration because the name Bee
Gee News did not appear on the ballot for the first election.
The news staff believes that students should now be able to decide
definitely which title they prefer. If
the name Bee Gee News receives a
majority vote, the newspaper will
again assume that name. If the title
Falconian gets a vote of approval,
then alumni groups will be asked to
consider ratification of that name.
Every student and faculty member
is urged to vote. Each person will
be asked to sign his name simply because there must be a method of
checking the validity of ballots.

University Will
Broadcast Over
Toledo Station
To Present Six Sunday
Programs Beginning
December 3
Station WTOL Toledo will begin the
broadcasting of a series of six Sunday afternoon programs by University students and faculty on Dec. 3
at 6:30.
The first of the half hour programs
will introduce the series. It Is expected
that Dr. Frank J. Prout will give a
short talk on this program. The program for the rest of the series will
be announced, and the music department will complete the period.
Tho second program, on Dec. 10,
will be the speech department's production of Archibald
MacLcish's
The Air Raid."
The rest of the programs on the
series will be put on by the music
department, the English department
and the science department.
Student announcers will be used
for all the programs.
This aeries of programs is under
tho direction of a committee composed of Prof. Upton Palmer, chairman,
Prof. Charles Church and Prof.
Duncan Scott.

Friday.
A high black scaffold is erected at
the hack of tho stage, and much of
the action takes place on it. The
height of the scaffold, the black. noscenery setting is to give a feeling
of the supernatural.
Doesn't Like Rate
The first scene shows a group of
soldiers digging graves on top of the
hill.
Benny Schulman is the complaining first soldier who is fed up
on war. rats and rheumatism. He
doesn't like dead soldiers, and he says
so. His hard-boiled sergeant is Joe
Freeman.
Joe Nordmann, Robert
Johnson and Eugene Keller play the
part of the other grave-digging soldiers.
The six soldiers who refuse to be
buried will be played by Harold Wilensky, Ross Kistner, Abe Hoffman,
Freddie Arps, Edwin Christian and
Paul Ladd.
Tries to Get Tough
John Keown, as the first general,
tries to get tough with dead soldiers
during one of the scenes, but the
dead men aren't impressed.
Bob
Yarnell and Carroll Root arc Keown's
cohorts, fellow generals.
The women members of tho cast
arc tho mothers and sweethearts of
the dead soldiers. They add irony
to the play by pleading with the soldierB to lie down and be buried. These
women are Ruth Allen, Grace Gessner, Leila Stahl, June Smith, Ruth
Allison and Marie Greenwood.
Develop Lighting Effect!
The electrical staff, under the head
of Frank Britt, has worked out an in(Continued on page 2, col. 6)

Weitz Announces
Organization Of
Government Club

Student Council
Sends Assembly
Ideas To Prout
Will Attempt To Increase
Student Interest And
Activity In Chapel
A broad program for maintaining
student interest and participation in
assembly programs has been outlined
in a series of recommendations which
the Student Council has sent to President Frank J. Prout.
Chief recommendations, according
to Abe Keown, Council president, are
as follows:
1. Omission of assembly during final exam week.
2. Competitive programs by fraternities and sororities. The Council suggests that a plaque be awarded
tho group presenting the best program. This plaque would be awarded again next year on the same basis.
3. The showing of second, third,
and fourth run movies, if suitable
equipment can be procured.
4. Programs by the dormitories.
6. At least three programs each
semester by talented outside speakers.
The Council also believes, Mr.
Keown said, that the University fight
song should be sung occasionally in
assembly and that every assembly
should close with the Alma Mater.
The Council has sent recommendtions to the Board of Trustees and
to Dr. Prout concerning current financial problems of the Social Committee.

For students who "are interested in
governmental and political affairs, a
club is being organized to broaden such
interests, Elmer Weitz announced
yesterday. The club is planning to
have many prominent speakers, both
Assembly To Feature
Thirteen members of tho journallocal and out-of-town, to provide an
Thanksgiving Next Week
interesting and varied program of ism class and two students on the Falconian staff visited the editorial and
many phases of government study.
The Rev. Walter Charlesworth,
The club will have its first regular mechanical departments of the Topastor of the Bowling Green Lutheran
meeting on Wednesday evening, Nov. ledo Times last Thursday evening.
Various editorial divisions of the
Church, will address the assembly New Heads Are Placed
29. Officers and a sponsor will be
In
Charge
Of
Kohl
Hall
next Wednesday morning on a subelected at that time. The committee paper were pointed out, as were the
different mechanical processes involvject pertaining to Thanksgiving, acMr. and Mrs. John Bunn, formerly in charge of the program had not ed in the production of a metropolicording to Prof. John Schwarz, chairof Sandusky, are the new dorm re- completed its plans at press time. tan daily. After visiting the editoriman of the program committee.
However, the complete program, as
The University choir, under the di- sidents in charge of Clayton C. Kohl well as the time and place of meet- al department, the future reporters
rection of Prof. M. C. McEwen, will Hall, according to a statement from ing, will be announced in THE FAL- and editors were taken to the wire
President Frank J. Prout early this
rooms, where world news is receivalso appear on the program.
CONIAN next week.
week.
The club will not be limited to ed; to the morgue, where old clippings
Mr. and Mrs. Bunn replace Mrs.
and photographs are filed; and to the
Powell Plans Way To
Nellie Reynolds, who returned to her those enrolled in government courses. makeup department, where the pages
All students and faculty members who
home
in
Willard
Saturday
morning.
of the paper are planned and assemFeed Hungry Squirrels
Mrs. Reynolds was formerly em- would like to extend their interests bled.
in
politics
and
government
will
be
Prof. E. C. Powell is sponsoring ployed as matron at Shatzel Hall and eligible for membership. The proIn the pressroom, the students were
a feeding program for the squirrels was transferred to the men's dormi- peed constitution provides that only shown the var ous parts of the pressduring the winter months, and a tory this fall.
the president and vice-president need,", and saw them n operation. It
Mr. Bunn, who works in the Uni- be majors in the social studies. A was here also that they were taught
bushel or two of shelled buckeyes
will be needed.
All contributions versity's extension department, is a -mall membership fee will be charged to make the paper hats wh.ch all
will be cheerfully accepted, according a graduate of DePauw and Columbia
good newspaper pressmen wear.
to take care of necessary expenses.
universities.
to Professor Powell.
The following members of the
journalism class went on the trip:
Jack Spencer, Glee Mills, Richard
Lilley, Jesse Mittleman, Dorothy
Rothrock, Bcttc Bradley, Harold Keysor, Anthony Frances, Robert Habenstein, Wallace Uphoff, Carol Christman, Richard Dunipace, and Don
The first results of a survey tofCooper. John Barber of the Falcondetermine how well informed the stu- Frank and Ashkins explained, "it is in(especially
ian staff was also present. The group
dent body is on current problems, were excusable for students
was under the supervision of Mr.
released this week by its conductors Ohio students) to say that Senator
Duncan Scott, instructor of journalRobert Frank and Larry Ashkins re- Donahey represents Alaska or Nebvealing a surprising lack of know- raska in congress when he has been
ledge on current happenings by col- governor of Ohio three times and is

Journalism Class
Sees Times Plant

CURRENT EVENTS SURVEY MADE BY SOCIOLOGY RESEARCH STUDENTS
SHOWS COLLEGIANS LACK KNOWLEDGE ON CONTEMPORARY HAPPENINGS

Postpone Housewarming
Until January 12-13
The housewarming for the Women's Gym, scheduled for Friday, has
been postponed to Jan. 12 and 13,
according: to Miss Carolyn Shaw, associate professor of physical education.
The new women'.* lounge, located
on the second floor of the building,
must be furnished and decorated before a housewarming can be held, said
Miss Shaw.
Sterling and Welch,
Cleveland firm, is in charge of furnishing.

WEDNESDAY, NOV. 16
Organ Recital. 3:30-3:60. 41:20 p.m.
Masi|ue and Mnntle, 8 p.m.,
program in auditorium
Beta l'i Theta, tonight
THURSDAY, NOV. 16
A.A.U.P. meeting, 6 p.m. at
Parrot
FRIDAY, NOV. 17
Vote on W.S.li.A. rule change
Table Tennis Club, 6:80 p.m.
'Bury The Dead,' 8 p.m.
SATURDAY, NOV. 18
Football game at Ypsilanti,
2:16
Williams Hull 'Turkey Strut.'
8:30 p.m.
TUESDAY, NOV. 2.
Seven Sister Bridge Party,
Reception Hall, 8 p.m.

With the stapp entirely In
black, with only spots of lijrht
showing tho actors, the University players will present, under
the direction of Prof. Upton
Palmer, the powerful satire orf
war, "Bury the Dead," in the
University Auditorium at 8 p.m.

Although today was the official
opening of the hunting season, many
campus nimrods have already reported back with their quota of birds
and bunnies.
At the Delhi house they're waiting
until the refrigerator bulges with 26
pheasants, and then there will be a
royal feast.
But today, classes lack the fullness
of regular days, and the absentees
have begun showing up with fowls
for the teachers instead of the usual
apples. Excuses of such a nature
were granted without questioning.

A J\.U.P. To Hear
Review Of Meet

CALENDAR

Black Stage To Add Touch
Of Supernatural To
War Satire

Labor Speaker

Women Will Vote
Proposed Change
In Hours Friday

No. 9

'Bury The Dead! To Open
Dramatic Season Friday

Three prominent labor leaders, John Murphy, Oscar Smith,
and Kenneth Cole, will speak at the Labor Forum of the Economic
Commission of the Y. W.-Y. M. C. A. to be presented tomorrow
at 8 p. m. in the auditorium of the P. A. Building.
Two of the nation's leading labor parties, the A. F. of L. and
C. I. O., will be represented. Even though an earlier letter came
^■stating that the A. F. of L. would not
permit one of its representatives to
appear on the same program with a
member of the C. I 0., they have finally submitted. Mr. Murphy, a leading figure in the settlement of labor
difficulties in Cleveland during the
fall, will be their representative.
Mr. Cole, president of the Toledo
Industrial Council, will be the C. I.
0. representative. He is well known
for having established the first C.
1. O. Council in the United States and
for serving as its first full-time administrative officer, a capacity he
still fills. He has the distinction of
having organized 37,000 people under
the C. I. O. banners and is greatly
responsible for its growth in this area
Mr. Smith, eighth regional director
of the National Labor Relations Board,
will discuss the Board and its administration.
No admission will be charged and all
interested are invited. A public forum
will be conducted after the talks.
Members of the Economic Commission—Carl Bourne, Kenneth Harger
Betty Braithwaite, Paul R. Ladd, and
Mr. Kenneth Colt, president of the Ruth Heymann—were assisted by their
Toledo Industrial Council, a C.I.O. faculty advisor, Dr. Lloyd A. Helms,
affiliate, is one of the speakers list- in arranging this program.
ed for the Labor Forum tomorrow
night. Mr. Cola established the Toledo Council and has organised more
than 37,000 workers under the C.I.O.

RESERVE SEATS FOR
'BURY THE DEAD'
WED. AND THUR.

ROBERT FRANK

legians.
The report, the first of a series of
seven to be published by Frank and
Ashkins following weekly cursory
surveys in which tests will be given
to about 200 students picked at random, showed that men are slightly
better informed on current problems
than women. It also revealed that
freshmen are the most poorly read
group and that the average newspaper intelligence of the student body
is far below average expectations.
Get Strange Answers
Commenting upon the various answers received in this week's test,

Miss Jensen Arranges
For Organ Hour Today

Rrsulls of the following weeka"
surreys taken by Messrs. Frank and
Ashkins will be printed, together with
comments on them, in their regular
column, 'You Guns, We're Tired,'
found on the editorial page.
now Ohio's senior senator. Likewise,
it is surprising to find that some believe Fritz Kuhn to be the head of the
D. A. R. or C. I. 0. There were other
outlandish answers found regarding
questions of current happenings which
indicate to us that college students
(Continued on page 2, col. 6)

LARRY ASHKINS

Miss Myrtle Jensen, instructor in
music, will present the third organ,
hour of her recital series at 3:30 p.
m. today in the auditorium.
She will play Dvorak's "Largo, a
New World Symphony," Schubert's
"Serenade," Rimsky - KorsckofTs
"Flight of the Bumble Bee," Clerambault's "Pastorale from I.e Prologue
dc Jesus" and "frelude," Rubinstein's
"Kammenoi Ostrou," and Boellmann's "Fantaisie Dialoguee."

FALCONIAN
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THE FALCONIAN

a chance to show the world that it is passing
from the institutional stage in its growth, that
Pabllshed Ivery Wednesday of College Tear bjr The it is a seat of learning from which comes forth,
Students of Bowline Green State University
not just diplomas, but men and women who are
intellectually capable of doing more in life than
National Advertising Service, he
merely earning a living.—R. L.
CMUt* PmUiitm Uwnwfa
4*0 MADISON Avt.
N« w YO.K. N. V.

Member

1M0

ftMocided CoBeftiote Press
STAFF
SUIT Meet* Every Wednesday at 7:00 P.M.
Editor-in-Chief-

Robert Baron
Richard Lllley, Anthony Francos

Associate Editors.
Sports Editor
Assistants

..Richard Dunlpace
Al Sautter, Joe Freeman

Society Editor
Assistant

Martha Walrath
Mary Powney

Newa Reporters—Bee Dennis, Marjorie Squire, Virginia
Cross, Jesse Mittlcman
Proof Readers—Marilee Hargesheimer, Dorothy Kiefer,
Dorothy Rothrock, Alta Miller, Marjorie Ann Hilt
Typists Evelyn Myers, Dorothy Stein, Dorothy Pohlman
Shop Foreman

Harry Slawson

Business Manager

Darl Gatchell
Phone 4663

Advertising Department

Don Patterson

Freshmen Reporters—Carrie Crockett, Leila Stahl,
Georgia Wiesler, Martha Jordon, Vivian Walker,
Quentin Bowers, Virginia Alguire, Carol Christmun,
Richard Lowry, Carl l-altue, Rowcna Joice
Faculty Adviser

Duncan Scott

The opinion! tiprruril in the various signed columns
of this paper are those of the writers and are not
necessarily shared by the Falconian or any other group
or individual.

Science Building

They say man can get used to most anything.
He can learn to live without luxuries which are
seemingly indispensible.
On the other hand a
silver plated banana peeler becomes, through
use and ostentation, a necessity.
How a university can become used to getting
along without a clock system is shown in the
last two years of dormant time pieces.
Perhaps
knowing what time it happens to be is unnecessary.
Time is merely relative anyhow.
An
hour of anticipation is twice as long as an hour
of industry.
It may not be good policy to reopen an old
issue but the clock situation on this campus is
the most ridiculous one that has ever existed.
From the stand point of efficiency it is bad.
In
the sight of visitors it is regarded with awe—it
just can't be understood.
From the stand point
of actually knowing what time it is—compare
watches with your neighbor, who also has a dollar Ingersoll, divide by two and you have University central time.
But your professor's time
is always right, so you might have invested that
dollar in stocks to better advantage.
The clock system has been out of commission
for two years.
No steps have been taken to repair or replace it.
The issue has apparently
been forgotten.
The time is still amiss and no
one has set it right.
But what's the difference,
we'd still be in the dark with the clocks running!

JUST BETWEEN US GIRLS...

Many students are charging that the Falconian is a
Of course wo arc all proud of the new swimming pool and women's gym.
Externally, they censored press, and although I can not understand why
such charges arc forthcoming now, I will attempt to
add to the prestige of the University and will
answer them as best I can. First, the Falconian is as
probably help in hrinjrinjf more students here.
free a press as the bill of rights of United States says
Just ahead of (he new buildings, however,
a newspaper can be, nnd our reasons for being so are
stands the Science buildinff.
Its floors creak
not because wc want to boastfully and dogmatically assert
underfoot and water seeps through its ceilings.
our point of view on vurious problems, but because in
There are interesting collections of natural histhe spirit of democracy, we feel that we ought to pretory there, amonp; the finest of any university
sent as many sides to a question as there are, no matter
in this state, crammed together and covered with
whom our stand may oppose.
dust because there is no room to exhibit them
This statement should satisfy some, but it probably
properly.
Fumes in its chemistry labs have_ litwon't quiet those severest critics. However, those stutle way of escape, making unhenlthful conditions
dents who will not accept the above statement are really
for students working: there.
Students work in
not charging censorship but are criticising ethics. But
the build inR as late as 11 and 12 every nijfht
ethics are quite apart from censorship.
because lack of equipment mnkes it impossible
XXX
for all of them to finish their laboratory work
It is newspaper ethics which explain why some papers
during the day.
Yet even if they had the equipfeature crime and scandal stories while others give such
ment there would be no place to put it.
A fine
news only little or no space in their columns. Some newstelescope has no permanent location where obpnpers believe it ethical not to print news which will inservations can be made.
Two of the science
jure a person or group, while others feel free to print
courses have had to leave the building entirely
anything that the public wants to read regardless of
and hold classes elsewhere.
There are 25 stuits possible "yellow" taint. That the public, unfortunatedents in one classroom where the average caly, wants sensational news is shown by the enormous
pacity is 12.
Thirteen students in one departcirculations of the country's tabloids, but the Falconment have to look on while their classmates perian, like most other college papers, is definitely in the
form experiments because there is no room for
first class. We think it ethical, therefore, not to run a
them. Not the best way to learn a course.
gossip column and to withhold news or feature material
For ten years a new science building has
which may injure any person, group or institution which
boon needed.
it does no apparent good. The paper does accept sugOriginally, the building was built to accommo- gestions concerning the withholding or blasting of news
date high school science courses, when students but final decisions arc carefully thought out, and made
finished their last two years of high school here by the staff.
and then went on with normal training.
AtCensorship? Not in United States yet I
Not in
tempts have been made to correct some of the
Bowling Green State University yet either I
faults in fitting the building for college work.
But without success.
An entirely new building
Is necessary. The plans for one have been drawn
up and constantly improved during the past
ten years.

W.'r. all interested in Ik. «a<ual things other paopU ara cUiag — that's
human
natura.
'ROUND THE CAMPUS is an attempt to acquaint the readers of
the Falconian with the work and
the eapariences of students and
professors of Bowling Grean
State University.
John (Buck) Rohrs, Fire Brother
junior from Napoleon, finances hia
college career in the School of Business Administration, by working at
Spot's Cafe on Friday and Saturday
evenings in his home town.
Harold Leggett, sophomore art editor of the Key, picks up spending
money by designing and making posters for various organizations.

ELIZABETH

wmmL

RUTH
NEER

CCtrPLETED THE RJU. COLLEGE
COURSE AT NORTHWESTERN U.
BY ATTENDING NIGHT SCHOOL FOR
10 YEARS' SHE SPENT 6COO
HOURS STUOYING-REWARD-A
EWHELOR OF PHILOSOPHY DECREE.

RUTH

FARR

'EAST IS EAST AND WEST IS WEST
AND NEVER T>£ TWAIN SHAU. MEETM
Bl/T ON THE GWPUS OF ARIZONA ST. ,
TEACHERS COU-EGE^lAGSTAfFXNEER
MET FARR.' AM) eOTH WERE RUTHS.

. • EOCKSWOT •
SYRACUSE UNIV. WAS THE
FIRST INSTITUTION TO GKANT
A WDNAAN AN NVD DEGREE

ISOLATED ITEMS
By ROBERT BARON

Round The Campus
By DON RACER

What Time Is It? . . .

CMCIW • iNfH • lo, HIIW • I
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Campus Camera

Letters To The Editor
Dear Sir:
It may sound trivial, but haven't
you too noticed how unreliable Eastern Standard Time IS in Bowling
Green—how the clocks at the University, the "Big Ben" on the courthouse, and the time signals at the
fuctory just don't agree?
If you are awure of this existing
condition, won't you plead the cause
for us who are trying so desperately
to budget our time by the prevalent
unatimdard Eastern Stanard Time?
Place yourself in our shoes.
We
ariso each morning in ample time for
our jaunt to school. We depart for
college and before we are half way
there, the courthouse clock chimes
eight o'clock simultaneous to the
factory's near-eight o'clock whistle.
Wo glance at our watch and see we
have plenty of time to make our
eight o'clock class. But have we? is
the question. Feeling uneasy, we continue our walk at break-neck speed.
Upon reaching the campus we enter
the P. A. Building to find the clock
ticking five to eight. No, we are not
late; perhaps we should be thankful
for that, but how can we be, going
to class feeling breathless, at nerves'
end, and a bit resentful?
This unpleasantry can be remedied
if Time is standardized in our bailiwick. Let those who have the authority come to action and make it consistent locally. If this is done, let us
hope that all the clocks in all the
University buildings are kept run-

Eugene Smith, Gallon senior, has
acquired his education while working
as assistant to Mr. Miller, Practical
Arts Building janitor.
Dr. Ruth Bourne, professor of political science, acquired her A.B. and
master's degrees at Indiana University and her Ph.D. at Yale. She has
done research work in the British
Museum and Public Research Office
in London; Huntington Library of
San Marino, Cal.; and the Library of
Congress at Washington, D. C. She
has pursued her studies at the University of California at Los Angeles.
Her recent book was published by the
Yale Press and is entitled "Queen
Anne's Navy in the West Indies."
Senior Cliff Foster, Delhi of Ml.
Blanchard, utilizes his spare time in
stringing tennis rackets.

Bill Chappell. Defiance senior and
Commoner, is using his talent in photography
to help himself through colBy one who has learned
that "Time waits lege.
for no collegian."
Mr. Carl Koch, Jr., has secured a
teaching position in Oak Harbor. Mr.
Dear Sir:
Koch, from Lima, graduated from
Within the past week a young colBowling Green University last June
lege graduate in another state comwith a B. S. degree in the College of
mitted suicide because, as he said, he Business Administration.
found the world such a rotten place
in which to live and government such
Last
Wednesday
evening
Art
a failure.
Shanly, Delhi proxy; Commoner Jack
One of the great opportunities a Dory; and Al Boucher attended a decollege man has is that one which bating conclavcat John Carroll Unipermits him to study and experiment versity in Cleveland.
There wero
with the thing we call government. representatives of twenty-five Ohio
During the period he devotes to col- colleges
in
attendance.
Howard
lege activities he is free to express Shine, and Bruce Siegenthaler took
ideas and to try out methods without in Cleveland's Playhouse Theatre
much opposition from established in- production "Our Town", which is
stitutions. Because this is true, young soon to be produced by the speech
men sometimes become heady and department.
boastful and the world looks on with
more or less tolerance.
When the young man leaves the
campus, however, he finds any number of routines and programs strongly supported by believers and followers. He may protest, he may surrend(Continued from page 1, col. 5)
er his idealism, he may resort to
tricate
system of spots and other
cynicism, or he may compromise.
Whatever he does, the result is usu- lighting effects for the play. Some of
ally tragic to him. He feels bitter- these new pieces of equipment which
ness and often places the blame upon the staff has made will become perthe college, upon education, or upon manent additions to the stage. The
lighting effects are so arranged as
society at large.
to add to the eerie feeling.
What do you think can be done?
Property men have worked out
C. Wallace Uphoff sound effects for the machine gun
which is to be used in one scene of
the play.
The use of a group of
voices off stage to echo and mock the
players increases the supernatural
feeling of the play.
ning in perfect time.

'Bury The Dead' Is
First Play Of Year

You Guess, We're Tired DOC FINDS AIRMEN 100 PER CENT

Few science students graduate from B. G.
They go elsewhere to complete their work, to Robert Frank
Larry Albkim
a university that can give them more adequate
facilities.
Of course we like the new buildings we have Bigelow Critique
Many times the best criticism to be found on some per— we needed them. We also need a new Science
Building badly. We can't go on efficiently with- tinent national issue is after the issue has been voted
upon and even in many cases been overwhelmingly deout one.—V. W.
feated. This is the situation we find ourselves in the

On The Air . . .
The University will take another step forward on Sunday, Dec. 3, when the series of six
radio programs are inaugurated over station
WTOL.
The fact that this University started out in the
beginning as a state normal college has been,
since the change to a university, a disadvantage
to those students who have enrolled here with
the idea that they were enrolling in a university, for too many people in this state still
think that B.G.S.U. is a teacher-training institution and nothing else.
This new radio contact with the public will
be an opportunity for the University to prove
that it has passed from its "educational institution" stage to that of a seat of learning.
For an university is not an educational institution.
An educational institution is a place
where raw students are passed through the
"training mill," tagged with a diploma or certificate and sent into a world that accepts them
on the basis of their diploma and not on their
own intellectual advancement.
But an university, as a seat of learning, is a
place for the contact of the mind of the student
with the minds of his instructors and with the
minds' of those who have something worthwhile
to say and who have said it in books. The University, therefore, must be different than the
conception of most of the populace — that we
are here accepting a preMribed, disciplinary
course in an endeavor to learn the necessary
number of facts to get 122 hours of credit. The
true university must draw out the student's
interests, and the true university student must,
on the other hand, draw out from the university
that knowledge which will permit him to view
the world in its true relationships.
The radio programs will give this University

day after the Bigelow Pension Plan has been subjected
to harsh treatment at the polls.
In the first place the issue indicates strongly that
there is a vital social problem existing today. Bigelow,
through this work among the downtrodden people in
the slums of Cincinnati, and his plan, is just an example
that more and more action, both bad and good, will come
in a rapid-fire movement in the future.
Wc can't place enough emphasis upon the fact that
in our own social and economic system today problems
exist that have no earthly reason to exist in an economically wealthy nation such as ours.
Politics and People:
Kansas City had its Boss Pendergast, Memphis its
Boss Crump, and Cleveland its Maschke. Toledo still
has its Adel Thatcher. He was re-elected to the Toledo
City Council despite the violent campaign waged against
him by the Toledo newspapers and civic organizations.
The system which allows such men as Thatcher to hold
public office year after year and to exert his influence
in defense of a vicious political machine obviously needs
an overhauling.
Such men as Dewey in New York and Ness in Cleveland are examples of what can be done when the citiunry of a city is finally aroused to the evils of machine
politics.
Toledo is famous for its Art Museum and
other institutions of culture, and yet it allows outmoded and decrepit political system to dominate it.
Why isn't something done to show the world that Toledo can be first in government as well as the arts?
You guess — we're tired!
Hats Off:
To Dr. Proul and those professors and students who
cooperated with »s in our recent attempt to obtain a
CfOM-secUon of student knowledge.
Although the national-party political activity
is still slight on most campuses, there are many
indications that collegians in 19-10 will take an
active part in what political experts predict will
be the hottest campaign in many a year.

SOUND IN C.A.A, PHYSICAL GRILLING

Frank, Ashkins Start
Sociological Survey

By Tony Frances
Healthy, wealthy and wise — are
the students of Bowling Green.

Opening tonight and continuing
They're not plutocrats or steeped through Friday at the Cla-Zel is the
comedy, "Mr.
in dough, and as for being sages, new Capra directed
Smith Goes to Washington", starring
we're very, very dubious, but we do
James Stewart and Jean Arthur.
know, according to the physician's re- You who enjoyed "It Happened One
port of the 30 students who took Night" and "Mr. Deeds Goes to Town"
the physical examination for the new will like it,
C.A.A. school, they have God's gift
Saturday's double feature offerto man — a sound body.
ing is Jack Holt in "Hidden Power"
According to the Doc's O.K., 30 and "Pride of the Bluegrass" featurstudents out of 30 passed the test, ing Gentry, the trick blind horse.
The highly acclaimed "First Love"
including two dames.
That's 100
per cent and that's plenty healthy for with Deanna Durbin is the feature
showing
Sun. and Mon. It's a swell
any bunch, because the test was stiff.
comedy.
Grown-up Deanna is a
From past experience with hunmodern Cinderella.
dreds and hundreds of similar tests,
Zorina, the queen of ballet danthe Aeronautics Authority expected
two out of three to flunk. According cing, stars and dances in "On Your
Toes", playing Tues.
to reports from other schools, a
At the Lyric "Prison Without Bars",
large per cent of applicants laid six
bucks on the line for a physical grill- a foreign film, is the feature Sun. and
Mon. In it a young social worker trys
ing only to find that their ticker
was bad, or their eyes were out of to change a girl's reformatory from
a
stiffly
disciplined
one
to one
focus, or there was some other dis"without bars". Sociology majors, are
crepancy which would keep them
you listening?
out of the air.
For those who missed "Union
Why 30 Bowling Green students, Pacific" on its first run, the Lyric
picked at random from the campus, is featuring it next Tues. and Wed.
should be in perfect physical condition when a half to two-thirds of
Fordham University this year has
the applicants of the other schools a special seminar in play writing.
had some deficiency, is a question
for the physiology department to
answer.
Our guess is that they get plenty
of sunshine and that sweet smellin'
prairie air that's free out here in
the middle-west, and is so invigoratin".

A good place to eat any
time of the day—
Stop in at the

STUDENTS I
20% Off—Cash and Carry

LE1TMANS
Cleaner, r..<d Tnilon
PHONE 7511

WHITEHODSE
HAMBURGER SHOP

(Continued from page 1, col. 4)
are only to a small degree conscious
of the world in which they live."
To Continue Survey
In a few days Frank and Ashkins
will circulate 200 more questionaires
on current news. They will be divided
equally between sexes and students
will be picked at random to mark the
tests, they announced.
The survey, a special sociology project undertaken by the two sociology
majors, has received the cooperation
of many faculty members and the approval of President Frank J. Prout.
The Hendrix College news bureau
last year sent out 850 stories about
the school's activities and personalities.

TASTY TTDBiTsJ
In case you wondered what happened to this column a few weeks ago
here's the dope. It seems the editor
found some stray onions in the bouquets yours truly was tossing around
and argued it would create an awful
odor in the paper!
Ha!
The pay
off came last week when he wrote
the column! They're still fumigating!
Heh! Heh! We're even now, Baron.
Shake!
Park it at the Parrot!
Dine and
dance the week through!
Talk about little known facts
about well-known bores!
Bill "Ten
Percent" Cromer reveals to us that
his family vintage is a long line of
full-blooded Orang-utangs!
Patronize the Parrot.
Special 25c
lunches.
Passing Observations: Mary Louise
Hntficld, the local cut-up, has again
snatched the man on the crutches,
Ted Grignow. Which proves its better to be hound dog than a rabbit!
Right, Ted!
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Falcons Tie Oilers; End Season At Ypsilanti
INTRAMURAL, CLASS
BRAIN TRUSTERS
PICK SURE SHOTS BASKETBALL STARTS
....THEY HOPE AFTER THANKSGIVING

We Bet He's All-Ohio

Dec. 1 Set At Deadline
For Team Lists
To Be Filed

By BILL S1CLER

Barbers, Coeds — no one escapes
the Palconian's penetrating poll of
In the lull between the end of the
football predictions. This week we
outdoor sports and the beginning of
crash the almighty realm of intellect
the indoor, the intramural managers
by interviewing B.G.'s lusty faculty. have been making feverish preparBeing a pessimistic lot, three of the ations for the opening of the volleygreat brains foresee a tie in the Fal- ball season soon after Thanksgiving
and for intramural basketball schedulcon- Tpsilanti fend. Two choae YIC- ed to begin Dec. 1.
tory and one defeat
Three weeks remain in which the
Probably due to an impressing vic- basketball team managers may get
tory of two weeks ago, the profs in- their entry lists in to the intramural
terviewed stand firmly behind State department. The student managers
are anxious to receive these entries
in their coming tilt with Illinois.
In the Eastern Ivy tangle between and urge that they be completed and
Princeton and Yale, four out of six turned in as soon as possible. The
picked Yale the victor.
Professor deadline is Dec. 1 at 6 p. m.
Because of the increase in the numHarry R. Mathias. by mathematical
calculation resembling the amazing ber of men enrolled in the University
Dr. Litkenhous, came upon his con- this semester, the department has exclusion only after many hours of panded its program to include three
basketball leagues. These three are
deep meditation.
According to our dear instructors, as follows: Kohl Hall league, open
only to men living in Kohl Hall, inNotre Dame's mighty football machine will roll on over Northwestern. dependent league of fraternities and
house teams, and a class league.
The Irish received all of the 6 possiThe intramural program is adminisble votes.
tered by the students for the students.
The poll indicates a possible tie The aim of the program is to have
in the Purdue-Wisconsin game as every man on the campus participatthree votes were cast for each team. ing in some sport.
With one exception the profs chose
the University of Michigan over the
University of Pennsylvania.
Prof.
John Schwarz is predicting an upset
because of the U. of M.'s paltry showing against Illinois.
Those interviewed were Professors
Schwarz, Mathias, Carmichael, Steller, Dr. McCain, and Dr. Otis.
Coach M. Budd Cox has planned a
tentative schedule for swimming meets
with Kent State, Kenyon College,
Woostcr College, and the University
of Akron during the coming winter.
Although all of these colleges have
not responded to Coach Cox's invitation, he expects to schedule four
FreBhman Dana Kerts completely homo meets and two trips for the
dominated play in the Table Tennis team.
Candidates for the swimming team
Club tryouts held Friday and assured
himself a place in the club along will be called to practice following
with John Vermilya, Robert Fryc, Thanksgiving vacation. No meets will
Richard Ziss and Al Sautter who be held until February, and the first
followed him in order in points two weeks of practice will find the
team doing "warm-up" exercises—
scored.
In the women's division Bonnie not even going into the water until
Boulis,
Betty
Hendrickson, Joan all the fundamentals have been thorSandbeck. Bette Baker, Marie Baker oughly learned.
Mr. Cox also announces that the
and Naomi Powell were the tryouts
dedication of the Natatorium will be
■elected.
Those trying out who failed to win held early in January. One reason
a place in the club will be put on a for the delay is that Mr. Cox has
sought a date when officials from
waiting list
The next meeting will be 6:30 Fri- Washington, Detroit, and Columbus
would be able to attend the dedication.
day night in the Women's gym.

SWIM SCHEDULE
PLANNED BY COX

TABLE TENNIS CLUB
SELECT CANDIDATES

Feathers From The Falcon Nest
11, DUNNY
Let's HOT* More of Them . . .
Irrespective of the score of the Oiler-Falcon game Saturday all who attended received their money's worth—and at the same time boasted to a
new high in school spirit which has lately been declared »o dormant or nonexistent As an observer of the spirit of the Bowling; Green following I can
safely say that the enthusiasm shown was far greater per capita than most
home games and hence I believe what I hope will be the first annual
Migration Day was a success.
In the school's rapid growth "growing pains" have been felt as far as
school spirit has been concerned and this type of endeavor might well prove
to be the "doctor". So get behind the idea and posh like mad—it's worth it.
A Locus . . .
Since those pre-war days (the 1914-1918 war) when an appropriation bill
made possible what is now called Bowling Green State University that same
institution has progressed slowly in its growth and expansion until it is
now the accepted educational center of northwestern Ohio with high school
educational conclaves, musical festivals, administrators conventions and
other meetings being held on the campus in great numbers, ft is truly a
joining capital.
While the academic portion of the University was expanding the
athletic set-up was also progressing by leaps and bounds «ntil it gained
notices on its own accord.
Today the University's relationship with high schools is splendid. The
fact that high school athletic officials look toward Bee Gee as a place to
hold their events is proof. A few of these are: The County Basketball
championships, the County and District A and B division track meets and
the District Tennis get-together.
With the use of the new natatorium the program should expand into
the swimming field.
Yes, Bowling Green is truly a focus point of scholastic athletics.
Necn-ing the End . . .
The end is near. The 1939 football season is just about over as far as
the Falcon opponents are concerned.
Capital completed a very successful ssason by bumping oft* Otterbein
26-0. Otterbein went through the season without a victory and, we're sorry
to say, scored but once that being against Bowling Green. Their opponents
averaged about 30 points a game.
Wittenberg bounced back in the win column with a vengance by knocking off Marietta 13-0.
Assumption College of Windsor, Canada, victor over Findlay, stopped
Bluffton's Beavers 26-12. Bluffton was successful in taking two games
this year.
Western Reserve ruined Kent State's Migration Day by smashing the
Golden Flashes by a 38-0 count. The Red .Cats won with ease. This defeat
puts the Staters record in the red.
Michigan Normal, the next Falcon prey, bounced Alma 18-6 while Wayne
took a 33-6 lacing from the Central State Teachers.
Most of the teams having completed their schedules, there are few games
on slate this week.
Wayne meets the University of Buffalo; Kent State
endeavors to win once again when they battle Marietta and Wittenberg
tangles with the Mounties of Mt. Union in the only scheduled fracas.

Michigan Normal Battlers
Will Entertain Brown and
Orange In Season's Finale
MICHIGANDERS WILL FIGHTING OILERS
STRIVE TO PRESERVE HOLD OCKER-MEN
COACH'S LONG WINS TO 7-7 DEADLOCK
Hurons Boast Card Of Three Teams Battle Through Three
Wins, Two Losses, One
Scoreless Periods
Tie For Season
In Fracas

CPfiT. £0 SlMlN$k{l — TrtCtiLG
Captain Eddie Seminiski, stellar tackle of the Falcon forward wall,
who play* hit last football fame for the Brown and Orange gridders next
Saturday againat the Green and White gridders of Michigan Normal it
being definitely boomed for All-Ohio honors.
The Ocker-inen leader, a product of Toledo Scott, hat been fairly
burning up the conference with hit great play and has received much
favorable comment from coaches and newspaper men.
Ed has played three years of varsity ball for Coach Harry Ockerman.

HARRIERS DROP TO OBERLIN RUNNERS;
LANDISMEN ENTER CONFERENCE MEET
Falcons Are Considered
Threats In State Test
At Ashland

THE
FEMININE
FIELD
By VIRGINIA ALCUIRE

Lad by Richard Hnuser and followed by Captain Ray Cummings, Obcrlin's strong cross country team defeated the Orange and Brown runners 17-84 Saturday at Oberlin. Louis
DeSandro and Jay Parker finished
third and fourth, respectively for the
Falcons.
Lloyd Gressel, Winston Day an.I
Harold Forrest of Oberlin took fifth,
sixth and seventh to give Oberlin its
21 points. Luther Rospn, Ben Michels
and Jim Onofrio gathered Bowling
Green's final points.
Hauser's time over the wet four
mile course was 22:04. DeSandro toured the course in 22:16. This meet
concluded Bowling Green's regular
schedule and they will now start
training for the Ohio Conference
Cross Country at Ashland Nov. 18.
Bowling Green closed its regular
season with an impressive record
which will make them one of the
strong contenders for the Ohio Conference championship. Bowling Green
defeated Muskingum, Detroit Tech,
and I.awrence Tech. They were de
feated by the strong Michigan Normal, Case and Oberlin squads.
Oberlin, who is coached by Dan
Kinsey, has won the Ohio Conference
Cross Country title eight out of the
last ten years and is favored to take
the title again this year.

To the students on the campus who
wiBh to learn the fundamentals of
ballroom dancing, Mr. W. A. Grubbs,
professional from Toledo, will he
sponsored by the W.A.A. Mr. Grubbs
conducts his own studio in Toledo,
and has taught both at Toledo University and high schools in that city.
A ••riot of ton Uiiom to bo held
in the Recreation Room will start
Nov. 29, and these will include fundamentals for beginners, and more
popular steps for the advanced students. The entire course will cost
$2.60 while a single lesson will be 60
cents. Tonight there will be a complimentary lesson in order that students may become acquainted with
Mr. Grubbs.
To farther a friendly m—patltipo
basis with the women of Toledo University, a hockey play day, sponsored by the W.A.A., will be held Friday afternoon at 4 o'clock. Twentyone women are expected and two
games will be played.
With Ruth Allen acting as several
chairman, the following women have
been appointed to committees: Wilma
Cole, food; Helen Sollina, games;
Virginia Cross, welcoming committee; and Opal Rockhold, decorations
Louisiana State University has been
for the supper. The program con- placed on probation for six months as
sists of a dip in the pool after the regards federal student aid.
games, followed by a : upper in the
Women's Building.
The volley boll tournament ondod
ATLANTIC
last Thursday with the "Champs"
victorious. The women on the winWHITE FLASH MOTOR OIL
ning team are: Dorothy Bright, capLubrication Service
tain; Marie Evans, manager; Jane
Cor. S. Main and Washington
Franks, Lila Harraman, Lois Long,
Eleanor Rupp, Alberta Smith, and
Bonnie Boulis.
Physical Education major, and minors who are taking archery participated in a contest for the highest
score, shooting from 30, 40, and 60
yards. Awards were given to Helen
Sturgeon for the 30 and 40 yards,
and to Cathryn Sigler for the highest
score at 60 yards.
A, a final examination in the riding course, an exhibit was held Saturday morning. Among those credited as displaying excellent horsemanship were Lavonne O'Neill, Mildred Wolfe, Evelyn McClelland, and
Leona Golbinec.

Hedden
School
of
Riding

Special to
University Students

7 Shine Tickets

50c

— Transferable —
Shoe Repairing
Shine

Sammy's
118 W. Wooster—Next to
PoMce Station
Dry Cleaning
Hat, Blocked

The Coffee Shoppe
East Wooster at N.Y.C. Tracks

Barbequed Spare Ribs
Barbequed Chicken
Hot Chicken
Sandwiches . . . 10c
Open All Night

The final game of the 1919 football season should prove to be a difficult assignment for Bowling Green
University's gridders when they
journey to Ypsilanti, to meet Michigan Normal's Hurons Saturday.
Tho
Michiganders
have
gone
through a stiff schedule this season
claiming three victories, two dftftata
and a scoreless deadlock against the
surprising Illinois University team.
Wayne University and Central Teachers' College of Michigan were the
only squads to defeat the Hurons this
year. In their second game against
Wayne's Tartars the npttatan walloped the Detroiters 18-6.
The Falcons suffered the worst
trouncing in their history at the hands
of Normal in 1920 when the Green
anil White piled up a 6S-0 victory,
Of the seven times the two trains
have engaged in gridiron conflicts,
the Bee Gees only victory was the
6-0 win in 1936.
1'niler their present mentor, Coach
E. J. Rynearson. the Hurons have
uever lost more than two games per
season. Since the Ypsilantians have
already been defeated twice this season, a victory for the Orange and
Brown would spoil a record of long
standing.
Normal has a line which is green,
but tough, and is considerably bolstered by Pokryniki, the only regular
from last year's squad. Bowling
(ireen will have a slight weight ad
vantage when they enter the fray
Saturday.
Sierra and Walsh, two deluxe punters and passers will form the mainstays for tho Huron backfield. Two
other hard driving fullbacks, Yeager
and Yuille, who have been on the injury list part of this season, may
see action in this week's game.

BASKETBALL OUTFITS
PURCHASED FOR BOYS
The basket s wishers of Bowling
Green State will be decked out in
the finest of finery for the coming
cage season. Paul E. Lendis, Falcon basketball mentor, has announced the purchase of new game suits
and warm-up outfits. The suits which
are to be used for home games are
white satin with a brown and orange
panel in the pant and brown and
orange numbers and lettering. The
jackets are also of satin with the
traditional brown and orange color
scheme.
They are being purchased from the
Athletic Supply Company of Toledo.

A fighting band of Findlay Oilers,
led by stocky eo-captain Rcnninger,
fought tho local Falcons to a 7-7
deadlock before a large ArmisticeDay crowd
Saturday
in DonneO
Stadium, Findlay.
Rowling GrMtl outgained their opposition both mi the ground and in
the air, but numerous fumbled laterals and the fine kicking of Renninger kept the locals from scoring
more than once.
The game was slow in starting,
neither team making a scoring threat
until the final minute of the first
half when two of Hrudzinski's p;is^en
were good for 80 yards to the Findlay
11 yard line, but the drive was stopped by the gun as the half ended.
Both trams scored their touchdowns
in the final quarter. The Falcon*.'
marker coming after Rrudzinski returned a Findlay punt to the Oilers'
27. He then ran right yards on a
fake reverse und on the next play
tosseil a pass to Mu ill on the six.
A try at the center of the line failed,
then Brudllnski took a lateral from
IfUellll and skirted his own right end
for the score. Kuecbt's kick split tho
uprights.
After Howling Green kicked to
Findlay on the four and was returned to the 28 Findlay's famed passing attack went into action and in
three pass plays manufactured a
touchdown. A pass was good for three
yards, another was knocked down,
but on the next play a long pass und
a lateral was good for 69 yards and
a score. The placement was good.
Steve Brudzinski continued to pass,
kick, and run in the same manner
that has made him one of the best
backs of the season, ami big Mike Kormazis turned in one of the finest
games of his career as he time after
time broke through to bring down the
runner or to rush the passer. Captain Ed Siminski was kept out most
of the ball game because of his eye
injury and John Klenner was in tho
game for only a few minutes because
of an injured leg.

The Yard Stick J
GAME STATISTICS
B.C. Findler
I-ii at Down.
13
S
Yd., gained, rushinf.. . 129
68
Pane, attempted
17
IS
Passes completed
9
7
Ydl. (aincd, |i.iiin| 140
92
Kick.
II
16
Avg. distance
on kicks
34
35
Yd., lo.t, penalties
25
55
"I Just Finished a

New Big Necklaces i
Coetume Jewelry

GIANT HAMBURG"

$1.00
KLEVER'S
Jewelry Store

Compliments of
South Main Street

The Bank of
Wood County

For a hnricut, Long or Short,
I go to The Vanity Shop—
Bill Pixler

Member
The Federal Deposit
Insurance Corp.

The Vanity Shop
"In The Modern Home"
140 S. Prospect
Ph. 6091
•4 • e> i

Announcing
LLOYD'S WALGREEN AGENCY
DRUG STORE
Succe.-sors to
Hansaker's Drug Store
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WHEN BETTER MOUSE IMPS ARE
[Campus Bulletins
NEEDED, THEY BUILD MOUSECUTOR

MISS JEAN DRAKE
SPEAKS AT Y.W.C.A.
ETIQUETTE MEET

Students
Rival
Goldberg
With
Intricate
Contraption That Electrocutes
Rodent, Photograph* Him

Froney Co. Representative
Also Talk* At First
Of New Series

The next meeting of the Industrial
When seven stalwart college students sit down to cram for a Arts Club will be held Nov. 29 at 7
p.m. in room 200 S.
Prof. Daniel
six weeks' exam something as sure as death and new texts is goJ. Crowley will report on the proing to happen.
ceedings of the Manual Arts AssociSo it was at the I PHI THI house, (pronounced I PHI THI) ation, in session Nov. 9, 10, and 11.
where seven unassorted Falconites hang their hats and stew those
The Freakman Hop icheduled to
terrible messes they term food.
be held Saturday has been indefiniteBy 2 o'clock, (they had been studying all of half an hour) ly postponed.
the agile mind of the eldest member had so far outrun the slow,
dull new text he was reading that he'
Students interested In Instrumental
felt he had to use up some of this
"In the name of science," continued music, especially string-players, are
accruing energy until the "revised" our hero eloquently, "Let us cease urged to see Prof. Merrill McEwen,
model could catch up with him.
our cursed cramming — turn out as there is still opportunity for memEnter Tha Mice
the lights, and hit the hay. In the bership in the University orchestra.
Coincidental^, the friendly little morning we shall have not only a
"beaaties" (cousins to the Great dead mouse but an exclusive picture
Mickey), decided to rearrange the of the execution."
furniture in the kitchen and at the
Silence Reigns
same time reduce the ice box to a
What was left of the night passed
mouse-sized edition.
"I've got a nifty idea," the eldest by uneventfully. If the horn had
member shouted and slammed his sounded, no one could have heard it
above the weirdly sonorous sounds
new text on the table.
"Swing your partners by the
"Cherish it," came a reply from issuing from within the dorm.
At daybreak, seven pairs of bare hand," called Mr. R. V. Sullins as
somewhere among the other six as
they watched a pretty li'l thing walk feet scuttled toward the kitchen. The the first country square dance of the
under the streetlight below, "it's "mousemaster" led the way. With a year sponsored by W. A. A., got unhappy smile of anticipation, he push- der sway last Friday night. Mora
probably an orphan."
ed open the door.
than a hundred B. G. "jitterburga"
Beglu War
Was a mouse in the trap?
"trucked down on the farm" as Mr.
"Nuts I swore our hero in true colHad
it
worked?
Sullins, his fiddler, and his piano
lege style, "I'll carry on alone," and
player struck up one lively tune after
Sura It Did
forthwith hied himself to the kitchen
another.
to war on the "chewer-uppers."
Don't kid us, we know you've alBetty Hendrickson was committee
Tin cans, wires, fuses, light bulbs, ready seen the picture . . . Sure it
chairman in charge of arrangementa
and a few other scientific instruments worked!
cluttered up the kitchen table as our
Today life moves peaceably at the for the affair. Assisting her were
man of the hour devised a most hor- I PHI THI house. The tests have Marie Baker and Bonnlyn Boulis.
rible trap for all mice, discriminating been met and all concur they were Miss Emilie Hartman, Misa Carolyn
not as to size, race or color.
too tough. The eldest member smiles Shaw and Miss A. Wray Warner were
The other six glanced up as the contentedly as he copies a last year's Association sponsors.
badly whistled strains of "I'll Be lesson plan for this year's teaching
Glad When You're Dead, You Rascal assignment.
The other six ponder B. G. Lutheran Students
You" sifted through the cracked par- over their newly revised editions and
Attend Michigan Meeting
tition, looked at each other with ex- now and then glance hopefully out
pression of pity and understanding, the window — saying very little.
The annual convention of the Luthand looked out the window expectanteran Students Association of America
ly, but futily as nothing in skirts
was held at Michigan State College,
walked under the street light.
East Lansing, Mich., Nov. 3, 4, 6, with
Inventor Explains
"Faith for our Day" as the theme.
To shorten this tale of man versus
Eleven Lutheran University students
mouse, let us now look into the kitchand two chaperons attended.
en as our electrical wizard has just
Among these were: Reverend CharApproximately 260 students attendfinished his "mousecutor."
"It works like this," explained our ed the Armistice Day dance sponsored lesworth, Theodore Boehm, Ruth Alinventor: "The mouse crawls up on by the Newman club last Saturday len, Florence Ruehle, Marie Dolph,
these pieces of tin mounted here to evening in the Recreation Hall of the Wanda Lane, Leonard Kaiser, Kermit
get at the cheese. When his feet hit Administration Building. This was the Hartxler, Gerald Riea, Robert Binau,
both pieces of metal, he will be kay- largest crowd to ever attend a Richard Fisher, Howard Sammetingcr
and Stephen Stavrides.
oed by 110 volts, a flashlight bulb nickelodeon dance.
Rev. Charlesworth was voted a
Guests at the affair included:
will go off and his picture will be taken, a horn will sound, and, in case President and Mrs. F. J. Prout, Dr. sponsor of the convention, and Leoanything goes wrong, this fuse will and Mrs. W. J. Crowley, Father Hor- nard Kaiser waa elected vice-president
blow out to prevent a short circuit. rigan, Dean and Mrs. A. B. Conklin, for the present year. Next year the
Miss A. Wrey Warner, Dr. Martin, group will meet at Wittenberg ColMrs. Mayme Herriff, Mrs. Josephine lege.
Jamrs and two Cleveland guests of
Mrs. James'.
Committee members in charge of
arrangementa for the dance were:
Catherine Cosentino, John Daidowicz,
FOR QUALITY
Present at dinner last Wednesday William Maas, Mary Crowley, Alvin
evening at Kohl Hall were Dr. Rea Vaith and Mary Louise Gibson.
DAIRY PRODUCTS
McCain and Mrs. Clayton C. Kohl,
wife of the late Dr. Kohl. After Dr.
McCain had spoken briefly, she and Mi*. A. Wray Warner
Mrs. Kohl were presented to the dorm
Gives Illustrated Talk
men in an informal manner in the
lounge.
At the regular monthly business
Getting under way this week arc
PHONE 4441
the basketball teams of the "Topper meeting of the Intermediate TeachClub." After the preliminary try- ers Club held last Wednesday eveouts last week, several squads will ning Miss A. Wrey Warner gave an
be chosen to compete in intramural illustrated talk on "Uraguay and
Paraguay."
ball this season.
This club is open to all students
enrolled in intermediate education.
French Club To Learn
Song* At Meet Tonight
Los Angeles City College students
drank 1,500 bottles of pop daily durfor college girl* only!
Beta Pi Theta pledges will con- ing the recent California heat wave.
2-for-l Sale
tinue to submit essays and recite
With each dresa purchased
poems fulfilling membership requireyou may have another of
ments when the club meets tonight.
the same value for only ONE
Agnes Drummer will direct the learnQuality
Merchandise
additional DOLLAR
ing of new French songs, and Ruth
Dodds will lead French games, acStarting
at the
cording to Betty Ettinger, president
Thur*., Nov. 16 to 23
of the club.
Lowest Price

Jitterbugs Go
Back To Farm
For W.A.A. Dance

All-Campus Dance
Will Be Saturday
Photograph Arranged by Abe Hoffman

Home Ec Group
Serves Supper
Dr. and Mrs. Samuel H. Lowrie,
Dr. and Mrs. Walter A. Zaugg, Miss
Elsie Lorenz, Miss Carolyn Shaw, and
Miss Margaret Yocum were guests
at a buffet supper, Sunday, in the
home economics apartments of the
Practical Arts Building.
The hostesses, under the superTision of Miss Madge E. Johnson,
were the girls living in the apartment.
They are Miss Betty Braithwaite,
Miss Esther Baum, Miss Gene Lewis and Miss Margaret Kaiser.
Five Brother* Pledge*
Work On First Degree
Twenty-nine members of Five Brothers fraternity attended the Findlay
game last weekend.
The following pledges arc continuing work on their first degree under
the direction of G.A.P. Dale Good;
Robert Wayland, Steve Brudiinski,
Jack Howitt, Edson Parks, Winston
Parks, Jack McNeil, Harold Mchlow,
Edwin Ransbottom, Vcrnon Kerns,
George Nonemakcr, and Emil Ihnat.
Ye Olde Skull Joe Chupoton is recovering from injuries received in
the recent Bowling Green - Kent
State football game.
Lai Amiga* Active*
Are Honored At Party

Dramatic Group
Mrs. B. H. Urschel
Meets Tonight
Entertains Club
The Faculty Women's Club meeting was in the form of a smorgaaBbnrd, a Swedish buffet supper, last
Thursday night at the home of Mrs.
B. H. Urschel.
The meal, prepared and served in
Swedish style, consisted of various
cold meats, salads, many kinds of
cheese, puddings and coffee.
The Swedish colors, yellow and
pale blue, were carried out on the
beautifully decorated table by the
centerpiece of yellow mums with blue
candles on either side. Little Swedish flags added to the desired effect.
Miss Caroline Nielson was the
chairman of the committee in charge
of arrangements for this meeting.
Other committee members were Mrs.
B. H. Urschel, Miss Enna Pigg, Dr.
Florence J. Williamson, Dr. Helen
B. Todd and Miaa Mae Simmons.
The officers of this club are Miss
Margaret Yocum, president; Dr. Florence I al eh fir Id, vice-president; Miss
Erma I Irani, secretary; Miss Grace
Tressel, treasurer.

Economics Club
Hears Accountant
Mr. J. E. O'Shea of the New York
accounting firm of Leslie Banks and
Company spoke at a joint meeting
of the Phi Alpha Chi and Economics
Club last Wednesday.
Mr. O'Shea haa been with the
Leslie Banks and Company for 14
years. For part of the week, he was
in Howling Green auditing the books
of a local public utility company.
He touched on the highlights in
the work of a public accountant and
indicated that the field has been
opening up since the depression and
expressed the opinion that students
graduating from universities and colleges have a good chance of securing
positions in public accounting.
Dr. Joseph E. Shafer and Dr. Gilbert W. Cooke, sponsors of the Economics Club, were faculty guests of
Phi Alpha Chi for the evening.

The Las Amigas pledges fulfilled
their duties for the past week by giving a party for the active members
last Tuesday night.
The pledges entertained the sorority sisters with original stunts and
games. Euleen Honeck was in charge
of refreshments. The other pledges Newman Club Member*
are Betty Dilley, Marcia Fricsner,
Hear Dr. R. F. Gorman
Polly Kurti, Ellen Henderson. Lois
Gordon, Lamont Shoup and Alberta
Dr.
Raymond F. Gorman of the
Smith.
language department of De Sales College Toledo was guest speaker at the
Y.W.C.A. Member* Attend
last meeting of the Newman Club.
Dr. Gorman, who talked on some
Conference At Oberlin
phases of university life in South
Small group discussions of various America, recently returned to Tophases of the general topic "Stud- ledo after studying two years at the
ants and the World Christian Com- University of Bogota, Columbia. He
munity" as used at the Ohio Confer- had the distinction of being the only
ence at Oberlin last week-end featur- foreigner to receive a doctorate in
ed the Y.W.C.A. meeting last Thurs- Spanish letters at this institution.
day night.
The Newman Club will meet on
The subject-s discussed concerned Dec. 7 in Room 103 of the Administhe state, the church, the foreign tration Building.
policy of the United States, the economic aspects of war and religious
Kappa Phi Pledges To
and racial minorities.
The leaders of various groups were
Take Fir»t Degree Dec. 1
Roberta Hanline, Agnes Dinsmore,
Kappa Phi pledges will take their
La Verne Schafer, Joyce Gilford, Mary
Elizabeth Beattie and Esther Bish- first degree of membership on Sunday, Dec. 3, when the sorority meets
op.
at the home of Mrs. R. G. Harshman.
Anyone interested in joining should
Skols Enjoy Wiener
in touch with a member of the
Roa*t At City Park get
sorority before that date since no
The Skol sorority held a wiener more open meetings will be held.
roast at the City Park last evening
at 6 o'clock instead of their usual
business meeting.
Janet Gamble and Hilda Glover had
complete charge of the affair. All
the members were present, and "we
had a rip-roaring time" said one of
the Skols.

Book aad Motor will neat Monday
at 4 p.m. in 2O0A for election of
members.

By Robert Heben.tein

Miss Joan Drake of the athletic department spoke on posture at the
first meeting of the etiquette series
sponsored recently by the Y. W. C. A.
Hiss LaVonne O'Neill, freshman, demonstrated correct posture, walking,
•nd sitting, as instructed by Miss
Drake.
Mrs. H. C. Carstensen from A.
Froney and Co. talked on the importance of neat appearance which often
results from correct foundation garments. Models demonstrated various
types of garments.
Following the meeting, there was
a tea in the Recreation Hall.
Next Monday at 4 p. m. in the Recreation Hall, Sarah Ann Charles
will give a talk and demonstration on
grooming. Also the phase of makeup, will be discussed. A beautician
from one of the Bowling Green beauty
aalons will make a demonstration.
Marguerite Barker is chairman in
charge of the committee for this etiquette series.
Her assistants arc
Laura Kbersole, Irene Pfeifer and
Martha Jordan. MisB Florence Baird,
foreign
language
instructor,
is
faculty sponsor of the committee.

Williams Hall will hold an allcampus "Turkey Strut" next Saturday
night from 8:30 to 11:30. There's
no need to dress up, for informality
is the theme of the whole evening's
entertainment, states Irene Pfeifer,
general chairman of the dance.
Miss Pfeifer announces that a new
orchestra will be introduced at this
pre-Thunksgiving event.
Decorations are in charge of a
committee headed by Mary Frances
Kramer.

Prints to be entered in the photography contest may be submitted to
the contest committee tomorrow afternoon in the Well.

GOOD FOOD

Setting up and striking of a stage
will form the program of the Masque
and Mantle meeting, tonight at 8, according to William Maas, president.
This will include an explanation of
ail the mechanical workings, use of
properties, flats and furniture.
Members will see a view of the
workings at the rear of stage while
a play is being produced. This demonstration includes "flat" construction and several advantageous methods of lighting. The program was
designed to promote an interest in
stage work among students, and to
help them gain a better appreciation
of these stage technicalities, according to Maas.

Armistice Dance
Attracts Crowd

English Fraternity Plans
Monthly Dinner Meetings
Sigma Tau Delta, national English
fraternity, put into practice its new
resolution, to have one dinner meeting a month, last Wednesday night
at the home of Dr. Rea McCain.
An informal discussion of literary
subjects followed the dinrfer hour.
Any sophomore, junior or senior,
majoring or minoring in English with
a B average in English, who submits
a poem, essay or short story in the
Sigma Tau Delta contest and is a
winner in one of those divisions,
will he eligible for membership to
the fraternity, was the decision of
the group.
All contributions must be placed in
the Sigma Tau Delta box at the
bulletin board in the Administration
Building by Wednesduy, Nov. 22.

Kohl Hall Honors
Two With Dinner

Model Dairy

Smart Shop
Special

Sorority To Hold Bridge
Party At Reception Hall
Seven Sisters sorority will sponsor
a bridge party in the Reception Hall
next Tuesday at 8 p.m.
Auction and contract bridge in
either progressive
or individual
groups will be played. Tickets may
be obtained from any sorority member for 25 cents, according to Ruth
Spackman, president of the sorority.
Ellen Henderson Elected
A* K-P Club Officer

Best 25c Lunch
in town
QUICK LUNCH

Miss Ellen Henderson was elected
secretary-treasurer, and Miss Mardo
Bleier was elected assistant news
reporter of the Kindergarten-Primary Club when it met last Wednesday night with 60 members present.
Mrs. H. R. Troyer, guest speaker,
talked on "The Teacher's Relationship to Charitable Organizations."
She explained that all charitable organizations really want to cooperate
with teachers.

THE CLA-ZEL
WED.-THUR.-FR1.
Nov. 1S-16-17
JAMES STEWART in
'Mr. Smith Goes To
Washington"

HOLLAND DAIRY BAR

SAT. — Open 2:16 — Nov. 18
2 — FEATURES — 2
JACK HOLT in

Our Specialty
JUMBO MALTED MILKS
Sinlirtf Hamburgers
1-4 pound of meat

"HIDDEN POWER"
—Also—

"Pride Of The Blue
Grass"

Kessel's
DRESSES
SWEATERS

SUN.-MON.
Nov. 19-20
Open 2:15 Sun.
DEANNA DURBIN in

COATS

"FIRST LOVE"

SKIRTS

UNI-SLIPS

TUE. — Open 2:46 — Nov. 11
BARGAIN DAY
STUART ERWIN in

HOME RESTAURANT

Join our Quaker Hosiery

SPECIAL 25c LUNCH DAILY
No Beor, Liquor

HONEYMOON'S OVER

Club . . 13th pair FREE

Adm. lie, 21c till 6 p.m.;
lie. Sic after 5
■

G. & M. Cut
Rate Drugs
100 S. Main

Phone 8071

THE LYRIC
WED.-THUR.

Nov. 18-16

Wayne Morris, Priscilla Lane in

THIS WEEK SPECIAL!

*S£ri

$uo

Only a limited number
at this price. So hurry!
Open All Night

The Coffee Shoppe
East Wooster at N.Y.C. Tracks

"BROTHER RAT'
FRI.-SAT.
Nov. 17-18
Open 2:16 Sat
Johnny Mack Brown in

"Chip Of The Flying U"
Pins "Dick Tracy's G-Men"
Admission: lie and 16c
SUN.-MON.
Nov. 19-20
Open 2:16 Sunday
•
Corinne Luchaire in
"Pri»on Without Bar*"
TUE.-WED.
Nov. 21-22
Barbara Stanwyck, Joel McCrea
—In—

"UNION PACIFIC"
COMING SOON
"JEEPERS CREEPERS"
"THE CAT AND THE CANARY'

New
Barbizon Slips
$1.59 to $3.50
In the popular shades
including the new
DARK KENWORTH
and BRYN RITE
models.
See our complete line
of Lingerie
(second floor)

<Z.O>-otu

